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This paper is concerned with an inverse problem of differential equations with special 

application to determination of parameters expressing a process for petroleum generation 

accompanying with complicated reactions on kerQgen, or multi-component matter. By 

geochemical theory a total generation rate curve is approximated as a sum of rate curves by 

first-order reactions parallel to each other, while experimental methodology enables us to 

observe only the total rate curve for the sampling matter in a laboratory. A method to 

determine kinetic parameters is proposed by maximization of the cross entropy from a 

measured rate curve to a space of theoretical curves from a point of probabilistic view. A 

simple algorithm for the maximization is also proposed, and the performance is discussed 

through simulation studies 

1. Introduction 

Inverse problem is referred to as a problpm of estimating causation based on 

observations, of which formulation is - quite , widely applicable for various scientific 

fields such as natural resource search, inverse scatter problem, remote sensing, image 

processmg analysis and so on, cf. Sabatier (1978). In this . paper we investigate an 

mverse problem associated with reaction process, typ.ically in geochemistry. We 

propose a method of estim~tion for parameters designating a family of reaction 

equations based on observed data sampled by experiment. The proposed method 
is based on maximization of the cross entropies of the observed curve into a family of 

possible solution curves. Thus the parameter values are automatically determined 

as components of the maximizer for possible cross entropies since a reaction equatiQn 

system can be identified with the solution curve or the vector of parameters 

Section 2 is divided into two subsections. The first part is concentrated on 

a process of pure matter reaction. In this case the cross entropy approach, is 

shown to have an explict solution for optimization. The comparison of our 
approach with the least-square m~thod is given from both points of modeling a~rd 

estimation methodological view. The second part is discussed on more realistic case 

of complex matter reaction. A simple algorithm for the maximizer of cross entropies 

is also proposed by the use of the explicit form giVen in the pure case. Section 3 
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mvestrgates the performance of the algorithm in a typical situation by simulation 

Sectron 4 grves further discussion .on our .~pP, roach and~ the related unsolved 

problems 

In particular, we wish ' to apply (5ur aPproach to 'the prediction of pertroleu.m 

source, and this paper is, devoted to giving , a, theoretical foundation for this 

aim. The theory of generatiqn prqcess for pertroleum giving the background of 

the problem can be reviewed as follows. 

1 . I Parallel kinetic model of pertr01~um generation 

The sedimentary macromolecular organic matter, which is insoluble in 
non-oxidizing acids, bases, and organic solvents, is called kerogen. Kerogens are 

formed from various biopolymers and biomonomers initially deposited with 
unconsolidated sediments. Kerogens are important not only' because of ･ the most 

abundant presence form of organic carbons in the Earth, but also be6ause of the 

maJOr source of petroleum: hydrocarbons in the sedimentary basins. Most 
petroleums are derived . from kerogens of plankonic organisms and microbially 

degraded higher plants origins 

The kerogen theory of petroleum origin presented in late 1970's interprets that 

the mobile light hydrocarbons ' (petroleum) is generated due to the thermal 

decomposition of sedimentary macromolecular organic matter (kerogen) with 

mcreasmg reaction temperature and reaction time during the process of sediment 

consolidation with increasing burial depth (Tissot and Welte, 197~). , T,he kerogen 

theory embossed the petroleum generation occurring in the deep of subsurface, and 

made it possible to assess petroleum 'generation stoichiometrically. Recently kinetic 

approaches for modeling oil and gas generation are niainly based on the kerogch 

theory of petroleum origin 

The kinetic model of oil and gas generation are constructed by a number~ of 

parallel ~kinetic equations with different activation energy (Ei) and pre-exponentral 

facfor (or frequency factor) ' (Ai) as described in a subsequent discussion (Tissot 

and Espitaile, 1975, Akihisa 1978 ; Braun and Burnham, 1987; Ung~rer and Pelet, 

1987). Although these kinetic models still represent gross simplifications of what 

must be in an ehormously 60mplex natural' system, a system' ~of kinetic' equations 

can practically account for the 'diversity of comPosition and distribution of chemical 

bonds in the macromolecular kerogen. Modeling the plausible petroleum genera-

tion history is extremely important for the subsequent modeling of expulsion 

and accumlation of petroleum 

The optimization of modeling parameters, such as numbcr of parallel 
reactions, degree of Contribution of each reaction, and activation energy and 

pre-exponential factor of each reaction, is another important part ' of' constructmg 

the ' plausible generation model. Labofatory pyrolysis of immature kerogen usmg 

mieropyrolyzer-FID(flame ionization detectof) is generally carried out to optirmze 
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modeling parameters. Pyrolyzates from kerogens ' or solvent extracted rock samples 

heated in N2 or He2 atmosphere with constant heating rates ranging from 0.1 to 

50'C/min are detected by FID. Pyrolyzates are generally rich in hydrocarbons, 

and we consider that kerogen pyrolysis in laboratory can be assumed' to' be the 

same with petroleum generation in Trature. The generation rate of pyrolyzates (the 

petroleum generation rate) is re90rded and exainined to optimize modeling 

parameters. That is, the optimization of modeling parameters are based on 
laboratory simulation of petroleum generation. ~ Th~ kinetic= parameters . 'deter.min~d 

in laboratory can be extended to, 'natural ･ sedimentary 'bas'ins with reaction time of 

hundreds of nullion years (Tissot et a/. , 1 987; Ungerer,' 1 990 ; Burnham and Braun, 

1990). The non-linear -optimization with several vanables is, however, not 
necessarily easy. TherefQre, the kinetic model is further simplified in order to 

reduce number of variables assuming that pre-exponential factor is common in all 

parallel reaction and each parallel reaction has a fixed activation energy (Ungerer 

and Pelet, 1987 ; Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory kinetics in Waples et 

al., 1992) 

Some commercial programs 'for optimization of modeling parameters of resulting 

conventional rTlodels ~ave been developed recentl.y fo.r , practical applicatipns to the 
petroleum ~xploration: ~ BEI'C;.I~ .introduced b.y 'Sweeney' ~t al. ~ (19,90), ~YROMAT 

by Burnham and ~ir_a~In (1~90), a~d a FORTRAN p}ogra~l intrQduced by Sch~efer 

et al. (1990) are known as coTnputer progra~ls for optirmzi~rg Tnoc~lmg parameters 

of petroleum generation. However, the basic logic for optimization is not clearly 

described in those commercial programs.. Considering a brief description in Schaefer 

et al. (1990), the optimization for modelmg parameters seems to be based on the 

best least ' squares fit between measured and theoretical curves of pyrolyzate 

generation rate. In addition, three times of measuiremerits, at ' Ieast, with different 

heating rates are generally carried out possibly for determming a common pre-

exponential factor (Schaefer et ･ a/., 1990 ; - Sweeney ' et al. 1990). We note that the 

plausible optimization of modeling parameters is dependent not only on 
inathematical- Iogic, but also on-' analytical techniques as discussed by Burnham and 

'Btaun' (1990). ' ' '. . . ･ ' ･ ･ , . 

2. Mathematical formulatiom 

2.1. Pure matter reaction process 

We first ,concentrate on a simple case of reaction mechanism between single 

componet matters. In a chemical theory it ,is known that ･a reaction process varying 

from a pure matter M to a pure material N is described by the following differential 

equation : For the relative ratio x(t) of M when time is t. 
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wrth x(O) = 1, 
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d
 X(t) = - k(t)X(t) 
d t 

k(t) = A 
E
 exp - RT(t) (2. 1) 

The relation (2.1) is called Arrhenius' equation, in which E expresses the activation 

energy and A the pre-exponential factor. Thus the generation rate of N, or 
y(t) = - dx(t)/dt is given by 

y(t) = A 
E
 exp - RT(t) ~ A J (t) 

where 

E . JE(t) = exp - RT(s) ds 

Assume to obtain observations consisting of the generation rate fi at a descrete 

tune ti (i = 1, 2, ･ ･ ･ , n) by means of a geochemical experiment. Based on the 

observations we wish to determine the pre-exponential factor A for a given activation 

energy E. A commonly used model may be an additive error model, 

pi = y(ti) + ei, (2.2) 
where {ei } are independently unobservable random variables with equal variance 

One adopts the least squares method by Gauss, 

min ~ {pi- y(ti)}2 

A>0 i=0 

so that A is determined as a minimizer when given E. Note that the minimizer 

cannot be given as an exact solution and hence it is necessary to seek as a numerical 

solution via some algorithm. In the context of our study we think it should be 

incorrect that the errors {ei} act additively on the rates {pi} with mutual 

independence and equal variance because the relation (2.2) yields ei > - y(ti) and 

~, Ie,(t, t,_1) ~: O 

for a sufficiently large t~ with to = O. In order to relax the inconsistency of the 

error property with these deterministic conditions an additive model should be 

built after a transformation ip of observations that is ip(pi) = c(y(ti)) + ei. However 

the explicit form of ip cannot be obtained from a viewpoint of chemical experimental 

mechanism 
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We now take another approach via probabilistic argument. Let ~ has a 
ptobability density function f(~) = exp(- ~) if ~ > O, = O otherwise. We define a 

random variable ~ by ~) = J; I (g/A), noting that there exists the inverse function 

of JE( ' ) for all E > O. In this way the probability density function of ~ is exactly 

y(t) because y(t) = Af(AJE(t))aJE(t)lat. The generation ratio of N is given by 

Prob(6, ~ t). 

Consequently we think it 'is natural that the observations {pi} should come from 

not a time domain but a frequency domain 

The key idea of our approach is to adopt 

1 ~ ,, 
p(t) = C~ i-_LI fil[t=_*,t,)(t) 

as a natural estimate of y(t), where Is(') denotes the defimtion function of a set S 

and C~ is a normalizing factor, so 

C~ = { ~ y,(t, t, 1)} 
i=1 

The cross entropy from the observed p to the expected y is defined as 

* 
p = ~ (s)log y(s)ds 

Note that p can be regarded as a function of A if given a known variable E 

the mimmization of p on A attams at 

(2.3) 

Then 

" 
A = { JE(s)p(s)ds} ~ I (2.4) 

because 

a2 

a 1 
1
 *" JE(s)p(s)ds and p=-p= - aA2 A2 aA A o 

Accordingly the approach via maximum cross entropy enables us to determme 

explicitly the value of A without modeling any error model. By applying every 

term of p to the mean-value theorem with the interval [ti_1, ti) (i = 1, 2, ･ ･ ･ , n), we 

get 

p = ~ w log y(s,), 

i=1 

where si e [ti_1, ti] and wi = fi(ti - ti_1)lC~. This observation implies that A is 

an approximate of the maximum likelihood estimate. The Kulback divergence D 

from f to y is related with p as 
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co 

D = p(s)'lpg f(s)4s - p, . (~･5) 

which concludes that A is also a minimizer of D since the first term in the .right-side 

of (2.5) is irrelevant of A. In view of this discussiQn one of advantageous characters 

of the maximum cross entropy approach over an ordinary least-square modeling is 

no necessity of artificial assumptions for distributional errors 

2.2 Complex reaction process 

Second we proceed to a case of' reaction ; proces.s between multi:comp_onent 

material. Here we suppose that an observation structure is still the same as the 

pure matter process because= of experimental constraints. Hence we can observe 

only the total generation rate fi at a descreet time ti (i = 1,･･･,n), while no 

generation rate to part of .component is observaple. For this we formulate that 

the material M consists of components M1, ･ ･ ･ , Mm and each componel~t makes an 

independent reaction to each other, so that the generated complex N consists of 

N1' " " Nm replaced from M1' " " M~, respectively. That is we pay our attention 

to the first-order reaction by neglecting the second-order and higher-order 

reactions. In accordance with this the relative ratio xj(t) of Mj is assumed tp 

follow a differential equation 

d
 dtxj(t) = - kj(t)xj(t) and xj(O) = c. 

J' 

where 

EL 
k (t) A exp - R'TJ(t) 

The curve y(t) of total generation rate of N is thus 

y(t) = ~ cjAj exp RT(t) I AjJE (t) (2.5) 
j=1 

by superposition of solution cYrves because the complex reactipns jn Ml, ･ ･ ･ , Mm 

are ~ssumed to ' be. parallel to each dther. ' Note that the ~cross entropy ftoin the 

estimated frequency function p to y can be defined by the same waj: as (2.3),~ which 

forms a function of (Al, ･ ･ ･ A cl, " ' , c~) when given E1' "" "E~ 
, ~' 

We consider a method of determining the parameters {cj, Aj : j = 1, ･ ･ ･ , In} by 

analogy of pure matter case. As a vector of values {cj, Aj} fitted to the 

expenmental observations we propose a maximizer of the cross entropy p from f 

to y with respect tp .(cl, " ' , cm' ~41, ･ ･ ･ , Am) with range 

m 
{(cl, , '･･ ,Am): Aj > O, cj > O, ~ cj.= 1}. "' c~, A1, 

j= 1 
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Unfortunately the maximization problem cannot be explicitly solved･ as given in 

the process of pure matter reaction. So we propose the following algorithm wrth 

two steps : First given (cl' " " c~. A1, ･ ･ ･ . Am)' we predict the generation rate of 

the j-th component N by 

yj(t) = ~ ･･ ^-
co,J y, I [ti _ i , ti) (t) (2.6) 

i= l 

with coij = yi(t,)/y(t,), where 

E. 
y (t) CJAJ exp - RT(t) ~ AjJE (t) 

Second we pay our attention to the sum p* of cross entropies from fj to yj, 

~ " p* = ~ fj(s) Iog yj(s)ds 

j=1 o 

of which minimization is feasible as 

~ 
Aj = { J (s)y (s)ds} (2.7) 

and 

* 
y (s)ds (j = I , ･ ･ ･ , m). (2.8) 

Thus the iteration forms by slibstiuting the values (2.7) ~nd (2.8) into the first 

equation systern (2.6) of prediction. Note that the equation for Aj in . the , second 

step equals to (2.3) in the case Qf ,~1;ono-colTIPOnent.. This implies that the algorithn~ 

decomposes the comple~ re,action into a set of ,matter reactions parallel to . each 

other. The decomposition seems to be consistent with our modeling structure, 

while the least squares method cannot be associated with such a natural 

mterpretation 

3. Sirnulation study 

This section investigates the performance of our approach by simulation 

method. All the computational results have been based on a machine, Sun411PC 

with originally developed programs coded in C Ianguage 

We are interested in a global property of the alogorithm, such as mild 

convergence to reasonable parameter, while we may not have concern with the 
computational efficiency or the speed of convergence. So w~ choose a simple case 

of m = 3 (the number of components) with three activation energies and 
pre-exponential factors that are compatible with a geochemical dimension. Similarly 
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the temperature is assumed to range from 473'K to 973'K with the constant heatmg 

rate of I 'K/min. Note that the total generation rate y(t) theoretically follows 

from 'the equation (2.5) with designated parameters {cj' Aj' Ej}' as shown in the 

graph plotting generation rate against time in the figure 1 

We first practise our algorithm defined in the section 2,2 based on the above 

Table I , the numerical results of the algorithm with 3 components 

and 59 discrete trmes 

the precribed (true) values Initial values 
E
 
j
 

1.0e + 16 1.0e + 16 .333 
.
5
 

5.5e + 4 

0.8e + 16 1.0e + 16 .333 
.
2
 

5.0e + 4 

1.5e + 16 1.0e + 16 .333 
.
3
 

6.0e + 4 

(i) Case of errors (ii) Case of miltiplicative errors 

Convergent values Convergent values 

.999e + 16 .499 .995e + 16 ,499 

.799 + 16 .200 .786 + 16 .202 
1.50e + 16 .300 1.50e + 16 .299 
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theoretical rate curve y(t) itself. It satisfies to converge exactly to the prescribed 

values, see the table, and hence it is numerically seen to be consitent. Second we 

examine the algorithm based on a rate curve p(t) with multiplicative errors defined as 

y(t) = (1 +.8)y(t), 

where 8 is assumed to be uniformly distributed on (- 0.1, 0.1). Starting with the 

same initial values with the above case we obtain the final estimates with about 

10 iterations as shown in the table 1. The degree of agreement of the estlmates 

wrth the true values seems to be excellent. Then a comparison between the 
observed rate curve and the estimated curve is given in the figure 2 
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4. Discussion 

The reaction kinetics is widely used in many scientific fields although it is still 

an empmcal theory. The changes of complex materials or complex phenomena 

occurnng m nature can be widely well described by parallel kinetic equation 

model. Our approach demonstrated based on a current example of petroleum 

generation will be applicable and extended to various maturity phenomena from 
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a unified viewpoint of, inverse ' problem 

In recent developments' of. mathematical , statistics there appears a field .of the 

mformation ',geometry which aims ,'at researc'h,ing intrinsic properties oVer a space' of 

probability measures, cf. Amari (1985). A pair of conjugate affine connections is 

shown to play an important role on giving a new insight into the theory of statistical 

inference. Along this 'stream we ' wish ･to gi,ve a foundation of geometry for a space 

of reaction kinetic , equations. A formal derivatiotl may 'be ' given' by regarding 

solution cutve: as a probability. den,sity ' function:' 'However there still remains 'to 

extend- the formal derivation to a general, system of differential or functional 

equations. 

Taking this opportunity for joint research we finally would like to hope further 

results and establishment in the direction of geological, information 'scientific or 

mathematical field on the basis of this germinating work. Finally we are grateful to 

Dr Y. Kubo and Mr Y. Yamaguchi in our Faculty for helpful discussion 
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